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▹ VDA offers summer debate classes covering all 
types of competitive debate for 5-12 students

▹ Each class includes seminars and workshops 
that focus on critical thinking, argumentation, 
public speaking, and debate tradecraft

▹ Students will participate in drills in public 
speaking, cross-fire, effective note-taking, and 
mock debates

What is VDA? 
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▹ Elementary Debate Camp
▹ Middle School Camp
▹ High School Debate
� Public Forum Debate Camp
� Lincoln-Douglas Debate Camp
� Advanced Debate Camp

▹ Model United Nations Camp
▹ For more information, visit the VDA website: 
� https://www.virginiadebate.com

VDA Camps  
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▹ VDA faculty has coached over 250 students in Virginia
� Students from over 35 schools and now-undergraduate 

students at prestigious institutions such as Harvard and 
Georgetown 

▹ VDA teachers attend nationally-ranked schools including Duke 
University, University of Virginia, College of William and Mary
� Our instructors have  won regional, state, and national 

championships
▹ VDA students have won Middle School National Championships, 

High School State championships, Varsity WACFL Metro-Finals, 
▹ Competed in prestigious tournaments such as the NSDA and 

NCFL national championships, Tournament of Champions, 
Pennsbury National Invitational, Harvard National Invitational, 
and more.

Success in VDA 
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▹ Use it often for school presentations 
▹ Communication with teachers, peers, and everyday 

activities 
▹ Job interviews 
▹ Essay writing skills
▹ Debate and Model UN: 
� Favored in college admissions
� Score 25% higher in standardized testing 

for English and Writing 
▹ Improves self confidence and social skills
▹ Makes you more aware of current events 

The Importance of Public 
Speaking
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▹ Lincoln Douglas 
� Look at the importance of ethics, morals and human 

actions in current events
▹ Public Forum 

� International topics which are usually fact and 
evidence based 

▹ Elementary/Middle School Debate
� Research and debate important societal issues

▹ Congress 
� Impersonating members of Congress and proposing 

bills to an issue 

Debate 
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▹ Model United Nations: Impersonate people in the UN 
and represent countries depending on a specific 
committee

▹ General Assemblies, Specialized Agencies, and 
Crisis Simulations 

▹ Get an assigned topic and must work with other 
countries to find a solution

▹ Regional and International, no levels of experience

Model United Nations
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▹ Need Debate skills 
▹ Working with larger groups of people
▹ More emphasis on argumentation and unique 

arguments 
▹ Need to communicate and lead larger groups 
▹ Must be familiar with etiquette and formality 
▹ Need a lot of research 

How is HS MUN Different?


